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Committee Notice Board
2018 AGM PROPOSALS

MOTION A

A. Which section of the rules (i.e. Safety Rules, Constitution etc) does your proposal apply to? If you are proposing 
changing any of the bow class rules, please indicate which one. (i.e.. Hunting Tackle, all bow classes).
Shooting Rules, Shooting Style Rules
B. What number rule is your proposal amending or replacing? OR Please indicate if you are proposing an entirely 
new rule or to remove an entire rule:
Amend both Rule 18 (Shooting Rules) and general Shooting Style Rules
C. The exact words of your proposal:
Replace the wording of Rule 18
Old: “No archer may make use of any mechanism for calibrating the distance to be shot.  The use of rangefinders, 
binoculars, monocular or other devices capable of being used as a rangefinder is prohibited.  No archer is allowed to 
receive information from another person using such a device, nor from an archer waiting to shoot or having shot.  
Peg-to-peg and peg-to-target distances must not be paced/walked (see Rule 25/a)
New “No archer may make use of any mechanism for calibrating the distance to be shot.  The use of any equipment 
capable of rangefinding/distance judging is prohibited.  No archer is allowed to receive information from another 
person using such a device, nor from an archer waiting to shoot or having shot.  Peg-to-peg and peg-to-target 
distances must not be paced/walked (see Rule 25/a)”
&
Add to general Shooting Style Rules after “Unless explicitly forbidden in the rules below, any equipment is 
permissible.”
“Binoculars and monoculars are not allowed to be used on the course unless stated specifically in the rules for the 
style being shot.”
D. What are the benefits of your new proposal? (Max 100 words) 
To remove the ambiguity of the wording of Rule 18.  Ensures that scopes currently being used in some styles are not 
in conflict of any other rule.
E. Are there any issues that need to be overcome for your proposal to be effectively enforced?
No
F. Will your proposed change require any changes to other rules to work properly? If so please complete another 
proposal/s to amend/delete other rules. 
No
G. Will the proposal require additional funding? If yes please give details. 
No
H. Will the proposal require additional people or resources to implement or police? If yes please give details.
No
I. Is the proposer (s) willing to provide resources for the proposal if required (eg 3Ds / Nationals)?
N/A
 J. Each proposal requires signatures of the proposer AND four supporters. For a change to the Constitution actual 
signatures of 50 members are required.

PROPOSED BY:  The Committee

MOTION B
A. Which section of the rules (i.e. Safety Rules, Constitution etc) does your proposal apply to? If you are proposing 
changing any of the bow class rules, please indicate which one. (i.e.. Hunting Tackle, all bow classes).
Bow class rule for Compound Unlimited
B. What number rule is your proposal amending or replacing? OR Please indicate if you are proposing an entirely 
new rule or to remove an entire rule: 
Amendment to Unlimited Shooting Style Rule Unlimited 
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C. The exact words of your proposal:
Replace the wording
Old: “Subject to the General Rules, archers shooting in this class have complete freedom of choice of equipment, 
with the exception that no electrically powered or electronic equipment can be used (e.g. electronic release aids, 
laser sights).”
New “Subject to the General Rules, archers shooting in this class have complete freedom of choice of equipment.  
No electrically powered or electronic equipment may be used (e.g. electronic release aids, laser sights), with the 
exception of sight lights that solely illuminate the pin(s).  
D. What are the benefits of your new proposal? (Max 100 words) 
To allow the archer to see their pin(s) in darkened situations to help them aim safely on target.
E. Are there any issues that need to be overcome for your proposal to be effectively enforced?
No
F. Will your proposed change require any changes to other rules to work properly? If so please complete another 
proposal/s to amend/delete other rules. 
No
G. Will the proposal require additional funding? If yes please give details. 
No
H. Will the proposal require additional people or resources to implement or police? If yes please give details.
No
I. Is the proposer (s) willing to provide resources for the proposal if required (eg 3Ds / Nationals)?
Yes
 J. Each proposal requires signatures of the proposer AND four supporters. For a change to the Constitution 
actual signatures of 50 members are required.

PROPOSED BY: ZACHARY BALL
CLUB:   WOODEND FIELD ARCHERS
BOW CLASS:  U/L

SUPPORTED BY #1: SEAN QUELCH 
CLUB:   BROADLAND BOWMEN
BOW CLASS:  U/L

SUPPORTED BY #2: RAY BELL
CLUB:   CHESHIRE OAK BOWMEN
BOW CLASS:  U/L

SUPPORTED BY #3: SIMON HOLMES
CLUB:   ARTEMIS
BOW CLASS:  U/L

SUPPORTED BY #4: DANNY WILLIAMS
CLUB:   LYME VALLEY
BOW CLASS:  U/L

MOTION C

A. Which section of the rules (i.e. Safety Rules, Constitution etc) does your proposal apply to? If you are 
proposing changing any of the bow class rules, please indicate which one. (i.e.. Hunting Tackle, all bow classes).
Shooting Style Rules, Unlimited
B. What number rule is your proposal amending or replacing? OR Please indicate if you are proposing an entirely 
new rule or to remove an entire rule: 
Amend – Unlimited (UL)
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C. The exact words of your proposal:
“Archers shooting in the Unlimited Class may use Binoculars/Monocular to identify the position of the inner kill 
whilst standing at the peg, only as part of their first shot.  Any Binoculars/Monocular used must not be capable of 
measuring the distance to the target.  Any Binoculars/Monocular used must; have fixed magnification; not exceed 
12 times magnification; not have greater than 50mm objective diameter; not have any device capable of measuring 
distance; not have any markings on any of the focusing functions.
D. What are the benefits of your new proposal? (Max 100 words) 
Due to the ever-increasing number of different 3D targets and the number of “repaired” 3D targets, the 
current system of using placement cards to identify the location of the inner kill is no longer practical in most 
circumstances.  Archery should be about the skill of shooting a bow and judging the distance to the target.  Without 
knowing where the scoring zones are we are turning the result of the shoots into as much of a memory test as we are 
skill with a bow.  Allowing all archers, the ability to see the kill will help to level the playing field.
E. Are there any issues that need to be overcome for your proposal to be effectively enforced?
No
F. Will your proposed change require any changes to other rules to work properly? If so please complete another 
proposal/s to amend/delete other rules. 
No
G. Will the proposal require additional funding? If yes please give details. 
No
H. Will the proposal require additional people or resources to implement or police? If yes please give details.
No
I. Is the proposer (s) willing to provide resources for the proposal if required (eg 3Ds / Nationals)?
Yes
 J. Each proposal requires signatures of the proposer AND four supporters. For a change to the Constitution actual 
signatures of 50 members are required.

PROPOSED BY: Steve Dickenson
CLUB:   Panther Bowhunters
BOW CLASS:  U/L

SUPPORTED BY #1: Susan Dickenson
CLUB:   Panther Bowhunters
BOW CLASS:  U/L

SUPPORTED BY #2: Charles Limbert
CLUB:   Magic Dragon
BOW CLASS:  U/L

SUPPORTED BY #3: Mark Wiseman
CLUB:   Independent
BOW CLASS:  U/L

SUPPORTED BY #4: Neil Bonner
CLUB:   Panther Bowhunters
BOW CLASS:  U/L


